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Guy Morand
Software Engineer
Embedded Linux

Work experience

Education

Comet PCT, Flamatt (CH)

11.2018

LFD420: Linux Kernel Internals and Development

Comet IXT, Flamatt (CH)

B.Sc. In Computer Science

Development of the new generation of high
voltage generators for X-Ray systems (iVario)

04.2007 - 07.2007

Language stay, London (UK)

Netmodule AG, Niederwangen (CH)

2001 - 2006

Vocation School, Fribourg (CH)

Skills

Languages
A1
French
English
German
Italian

A2

Mother tongue

Hobbies

B1

B2

C1

C2

kno
wld
edg
e

Development of embedded Linux systems to
measure TV and radio consumption

Exce
llen
t

GfK Telecontrol AG, Kriegstetten (CH)

Inte
rme
diat
e

Bilingual certificate of advanced study (fr/de)
Federal Vocation Certificate in I.T.

Development of embedded Linux systems in
various fields, customers support and consulting
11.2010 - 05.2014

College of Engineering and Architecture,
Fribourg (CH)

New
bie

06.2014 - 03.2015

2007 - 2010

SW architecture
TDD
Jenkins CI
U-Boot
Linux kernel
RTOS
Linux user space
POSIX sockets
Yocto
git
C/C++(11/14)
cmake/Makefile
Shell scripts
Lua
Python
XML/XSD/XSL
HTML/CSS
I2C/SPI buses
SOCs
MIPS | PPC | TI DaVinci | atom | Zynq7000 | i.mx35/6

Exp
ert

Development of the new generation of high
frequency generators
04.2015 - 01.2017

Training at Linux Foundation

Stro
ng i
nter
est

02.2017 - 06.2018

I do programming with a lot of passion having a
strong emphasis on open source softwares. I
have been using exclusively GNU/Linux for
more than 15 years and feel very comfortable
on the command line. I'm always seeking new
challenges to improve my skills and learn
something new. Job done in the "state of the
art" within a team of motivated and skilled
developers provides me the greatest
satisfaction. I can coordinate the tasks of few
people but I prefer to concentrate on the
technical aspects.

Comet AG - Plasma Control Technologies
Comet PCT provides high frequencies generators for the semiconductors industry. I was working on a temporary basis as an external consultant to
develop the new generation of their new product family based on a Xilinx Zynq7000 SOC and was in charge of taking care of the Linux BSP.
Porting of the U-boot bootloader and Linux kernel on new platforms
System and software architecture
Development of a kernel device driver to communicate with an FPGA
Asymetric Multiprocessing System (AMP) with Linux and RTOS using
remoteproc
Inter system communication using I2C/SPI buses and rpmsg
Test Driven Development with the CppUTest unit testing library
Development of a fast communication library for Linux, RTOS and bare
metal written in C, self documented with doxygen
C++11 source code auto generation using XML/XSD/XSL
Source code version control using GIT
BSP maintenance using Yocto

Inter process communication server and library development written in
C++11 for parameters communication using POSIX message queues
and BSON serialization (reuse from Comet - IXT)
Storage of user parameters on NAND flash, EEPROM and ext4
file system
Development of LUA modules to communicate with external devices
on SPI/I2C buses and retrieve stored parameters
Web Socket server development written in C++11 with JSON and
Protocol Buffer serialization for web frontend communication
nginx web server and php-fpm administration for web frontend
Software update with swupdate application using a squashfs rescue
system

Comet AG - Industrial X-Ray Technologies
Comet IXT is the world leader in X-Ray technologies with strong focus on industrial applications such as non intrusive testing, goods sterilization,
thickness gauging, ... I was first working as an external consultant until I was hired for a fixed contract. My main task was to take care of the Linux BSP
for the new generation of high voltage generators family (iVario) based on an i.mx35 SOC.
Maintenance of the barebox bootloader and the Linux kernel
System and software architecture
Technologies scouting and prototyping for the new system architecture
Test Driven Development with CppUTest unit testing library
Source code version control using GIT over Subversion (git-svn)
BSP maintenance using ptxdist
Development of a web frontend prototypes written in PHP/HTML/CSS
with the lighttp web server and node.js

Inter process communication server and library development written in
C++ for parameters communication using POSIX message queues
and BSON serialization
Storage of user parameters on file system using libconfig
Developemnt of an application written in C++ to monitor and manage
GPIOs (buttons/lamps) depending on user configuration
Development of a software update mechanism using home made
encrypted packages with GPG

Netmodule AG
Netmodule develops industrial routers for public transports to provide Internet access to travelers. They also offer consulting services for external
customers where I spent most of my time.
Maintenance of the U-boot bootloader and the Linux kernel
BSP support for external customers using Yocto
Technologies scouting and prototyping for a digital signage device
based on intel atom (X86_64) and LUA scripting
Source code version control using GIT
Tets and validations of different hardware platforms

External customers support on different SOCs (i.mx6, Zynq7000)
QT applications development
Asymetric Multiprocessing System (AMP) with Linux and RTOS using
remoteproc
Kernel device driver development for communication between Linux
and RTOS with rpmsg

GfK Telecontrol AG
GfK Telecontrol develops devices to measure TV and radio consumption in order to perform audience measurement. I was in charge of developing and
maintaining the different devices that were running Linux based on different SOCs (MIPS, TI Davinci, Power PC)
Porting of the U-boot bootloader and Linux kernel on new platforms
BSP maintenance using Makefile and Yocto
Porting of the Linux BSP on new platforms
Audio capture using ALSA and OSS in C++
IP sniffer prototyping using libpcap and a Linux bridge written in C
Web frontend maintenance written in PHP/HTML/CSS and lighttpd
web server
Development of a C++ application for WIFI/Ethernet configuration
from the web frontend with JSON, D-BUS and wpa_supplicant

Data storage on NAND and NOR flashes
Development of an application written in C++ to transfer data to the
centrals through GSM/UMTS using AT commands or WIFI/Ethernet,
encrypted with OpenVPN, serialized with SOAP/Protocol Buffer
Over the air software update mechanism using home made packaging
Development of a QT application for an external LCD display using VNC
Migration from Subversion to GIT

